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Introduction

According to theories of structural advantage, people benefit from occupying advantageous network positions that provide access to useful knowledge, career sponsorship, and psychosocial support (Brass 1984, Burt 1992, Seibert et al. 2001). By contrast, theories of personality suggest that people perform better when they demonstrate specific behavioral tendencies (such as self-monitoring or conscientiousness) valued in work contexts (Barrick et al. 2001, Ng et al. 2005). Recent thinking has brought together research on individuals’ structural positions and personality to forge a more comprehensive approach to performance and career success (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). In doing so, three questions have emerged. First, what effects does personality have on network structure? Second, how do indegree centrality and brokerage, the two network positions most frequently associated with structural advantage, compare in predicting performance and career success? The third is a two-part question concerning the integration of personality and social network position: (i) Once social network position is taken into account, do personality characteristics contribute to the explanation of individuals’ performance and career success? And (ii) does network position mediate the relationship between personality and work outcomes?

We address these questions in a meta-analysis of 138 independent samples. Our research examines
how personality characteristics, as reflected in self-monitoring (Snyder 1974) and the Big Five personality traits (extraversion, conscientiousness, openness to experience, agreeableness, and neuroticism; McCrae and John 1992), affect the attainment of advantageous network positions. Both self-monitoring and the Big Five traits have received significant theoretical and empirical attention in the network literature (e.g., Klein et al. 2004, Mehra et al. 2001, Oh and Kilduff 2008, Pollet et al. 2011, Sasovova et al. 2010). Integrating and differentiating these two approaches to personality enriches our understanding of how personality relates to the occupation of key network positions. In particular, we address the apparent confusion between the traits of self-monitoring and extraversion noted in a recent review (Dalal et al. 2015). In the social network domain, our research helps clarify whether network advantage inheres in indegree centrality (the number of incoming ties an individual receives from others) or brokerage (the extent to which an individual is connected to people or clusters of people who are not connected) (Brass 1984, Burt 2005, Seibert et al. 2001). Finally, our research addresses a new challenge to the integration of personality psychology and social networks in examining the recent claim (Burt 2012) that, irrespective of the degree to which personality characteristics influence the attainment of advantageous network positions, the position a person occupies in the social network is the most substantive predictor of performance.

Integrating Personality and Social Networks

Research Question 1: How Does Personality Relate to Network Position?

Self-monitoring has been shown to predict social network positions, particularly brokerage positions (Mehra et al. 2001, Oh and Kilduff 2008, Sasovova et al. 2010). The question arises, however, as to whether and how the Big Five traits, which provide a parsimonious approach to salient aspects of personality (Digman 1990), relate to indegree centrality and brokerage. We focus on indegree centrality and brokerage as representative social network positions because they have long been considered crucial to understanding performance outcomes (Freeman et al. 1980). Our predictions apply to both expressive (e.g., friendship) and instrumental (e.g., advice) networks unless otherwise indicated.

Self-Monitoring. Self-monitoring theory proposes that people differ in the extent to which they regulate and control how they present themselves in social settings and interpersonal relationships (Snyder 1974). The prototypical high self-monitor strives to generate affective states and behaviors appropriate to specific situations, whereas the prototypical low self-monitor generates expressive behavior from inner affective states and attitudes (Snyder 1979). Chameleon-like high self-monitors exhibit greater ease and social skills in social interactions than do low self-monitors (Furnham and Capon 1983). They use humor (Turner 1980), pace conversations appropriately (Dabbs et al. 1980), reciprocate self-disclosures when getting to know new people (Shaffer et al. 1982), seek information and advice from well-connected coworkers (Fang and Shaw 2009), talk about other people instead of talking about themselves (Ickes et al. 1986), and resolve conflict through collaboration and compromise (Baron 1989). This interpersonal attentiveness makes high self-monitors desirable targets for others’ friendship and advice seeking. Research shows that high self-monitors tend to be the recipients of incoming friendship ties (Sasovova et al. 2010) and that employees tend to approach high self-monitoring managers for help with their emotional problems (Toegel et al. 2007). Thus, we predict that self-monitoring will relate positively to indegree centrality in organizational social networks.

Self-monitoring theory has evolved over a 40-year period to include a more recent emphasis on the ways in which high self-monitors bring others in line with their own agendas in order to achieve their goals (Fuglestad and Snyder 2010). This emphasis on self-monitoring agency is strongly suggestive of the qualities that characterize social network brokers (Burt et al. 1998). Self-monitoring theory suggests that high self-monitors segregate their contacts from each other, whereas low self-monitors bring their contacts together (Snyder 1987, Oh and Kilduff 2008). This difference between high self-monitors and low self-monitors is due, in part, to different preferences regarding choices of activity partners. For each specific activity (e.g., chess, tennis), a high self-monitor will tend to choose a different activity partner, whereas a low self-monitor will tend to choose the same partner regardless of activity (Snyder et al. 1983). High self-monitors emerge as brokers in friendship networks (Mehra et al. 2001, Sasovova et al. 2010) and acquaintance networks (Oh and Kilduff 2008). Thus, our prediction is that self-monitoring will relate positively to brokerage in organizational networks, particularly in expressive networks.

Extraversion. Extraversion refers to the extent to which people are outgoing, active, gregarious, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic, and cheerful in their outlook (McCrae and John 1992). Extraverted individuals are sensitive to reward signals, seek stimulation, and participate in a wide variety of social activities (Ashton et al. 2002, De Pascalis et al. 2005). Extraverts’ socializing tendencies might suggest that they are likely to have larger friendship and advice networks. But there is reason to question this line of reasoning, as evidence has accumulated showing that extraverts fail to attract friends over time (Sellhout et al. 2010) and that the perceived status of extraverts declines over time in group settings (Bendersky and Shah 2013). Thus, research on
extraversion suggests that extraverts’ tendencies toward sociability may fail to translate into popularity and may even engender others’ dislike (Klein et al. 2004). Theory concerning the relationship between extraversion and brokerage offers little clear guidance. To the extent that extraverts build large networks (Asendorpf and Wimpers 1998, Pollet et al. 2011), brokerage may increase because the number of missing connections among contacts is likely to be high (Boscard 1945). But extraverts prefer to bring their different social contacts together (Kalish and Robins 2006). Therefore, overall, the relationship of extraversion with indegree centrality and brokerage in organizational networks remains unclear (see Stokes 1985).

Openness to Experience. Openness to experience captures the extent to which people are imaginative, creative, intellectual, open-minded, and have diverse interests (McCrae and John 1992). Open people may tire of socializing with others who exhibit conventional habits (Cheng et al. 1995, McCrae 1996), thereby potentially reducing their popularity as attractive partners for interactions (i.e., indegree centrality). Consistent with this prediction, research shows that open people not only have smaller team friendship networks but also are disliked in workgroups (Klein et al. 2004). However, research has also shown that people who are more curious are more interesting as conversational partners (Kashdan et al. 2011), which suggests that open people are more likely to be sought after for friendship. We examine these competing ideas concerning openness in relation to indegree centrality. With respect to brokerage, we know that open people exhibit diverse interests (McCrae 1996). In their pursuit of contacts from different, unconnected social circles, open people might therefore serve as network brokers.

Conscientiousness. Conscientiousness concerns the extent to which a person is industrious, organized, dutiful, prepared, persistent, and detail oriented (McCrae and John 1992). Because of people’s preference for work partners as competent and hardworking (Hinds et al. 2000), conscientious workers may be selected preferentially in these roles. And despite the finding that conscientiousness is unrelated to popularity in team friendship and advice networks (Klein et al. 2004), conscientious people might also be selected into brokerage roles if colleagues from different organizational areas seek them out for resolving work-related problems. We propose, therefore, that conscientiousness relates positively to both indegree centrality and brokerage, particularly in instrumental networks.

Agreeableness. Agreeableness concerns the extent to which a person is cooperative, compliant, generous, kind, and trusting (McCrae and John 1992). Agreeable people are motivated to develop positive relations with others (Barrick et al. 2002), show empathy (Nettle 2006), and cooperate (Denissen and Penke 2008, Holmes 2002). They help integrate conflicting partners’ views and needs (Jensen-Campbell et al. 2003). These characteristics make agreeable people attractive friendship partners such that they are more likely to be chosen as friends over time (Selfhout et al. 2010) and in team friendship networks (Klein et al. 2004). Agreeableness, therefore, is likely to relate positively to indegree centrality, particularly in expressive networks.

Neuroticism. Neuroticism concerns the extent to which a person is anxious, insecure, hostile, and irritable (McCrae and John 1992). Neuroticism is associated with the frequency with which people feel uneasy and anxious throughout the day (Fleeson and Gallagher 2009, Judge et al. 2014). Neurotic people, who often express negative emotions and may be viewed as high-cost interaction partners, are likely to be avoided. Neuroticism relates negatively to indegree centrality in team friendship and advice networks (Klein et al. 2004)—a finding we expect to hold in organizational social networks.

In summary, we anticipate that self-monitoring predicts both indegree centrality and brokerage, whereas the relation of extraversion to these network outcomes remains unclear. Among the other Big Five traits, we anticipate that conscientiousness and agreeableness relate positively to indegree centrality but that neuroticism relates negatively to indegree centrality. We also anticipate that conscientiousness and openness to experience relate positively to brokerage. We test competing ideas concerning how openness to experience relates to indegree centrality. We do not anticipate how agreeableness and neuroticism relate to brokerage because their patterns of relationships remain unclear, both theoretically and empirically.

Research Question 2: How Do Indegree Centrality and Brokerage Compare in Explaining Job Performance and Career Success?

Theory and research on social networks emphasize that central network positions provide access to information and other resources and thereby enhance the likelihood that individuals will achieve performance and career success (for reviews, see Burt et al. 2013, Kilduff and Brass 2010). There are several different approaches to understanding network centrality, but two of the most useful approaches with respect to organizational behavior are indegree centrality and brokerage. Indegree centrality indicates an individual’s level of activity (Freeman 1979), popularity (Wasserman and Faust 1994), or prominence (Knoke and Burt 1983) and is widely relevant in organizational research (e.g., Burkhardt and Brass 1990, Kilduff and Krackhardt 1994, Klein et al. 2004). Brokerage, measured as betweenness centrality (Freeman 1979) or reverse-scored constraint (Burt 1992), indicates the extent to which the individual connects others (and groups of others) who have
no direct connections to each other. Brokerage is a key construct in modern organizational network theory and research (e.g., Kleinbaum 2012, Sasovova et al. 2010, Stovel and Shaw 2012). Although indegree centrality and brokerage have long been recognized as quite different approaches to network centrality (Freeman et al. 1980), organizational research has overlooked the question of how they compare in explaining performance and career outcomes in organizations.

**Indegree Centrality.** Advantage accrues to people with many connections: they can call on numerous sources of tangible and intangible resources (Brass and Burkhardt 1993). The availability of these various resources is one indicator of power (Brass and Burkhardt 1993, Emerson 1962). In expressive networks, people with many connections are likely to receive social support and other psychosocial resources necessary for work performance and career success (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1997, Gibbons 2004). In instrumental networks, people with many connections are likely to receive and accumulate task-related knowledge, expertise, and information. These resources are important for enhancing performance and prospects of promotion (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1997). People with higher indegree centrality are likely to achieve higher performance and greater career success (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1997, Sparrowe et al. 2001).

**Brokerage.** Brokerage positions confer different advantages than do positions high in indegree centrality. A brokerage position provides people with access to individuals (or clusters of individuals) who are disconnected from one another (Burt 1992). Thus, brokerage positions are theorized to offer three advantages: breadth of nonredundant information from diverse contacts, timeliness of information passing between disconnected groups, and arbitrage in bringing separate groups together (Burt et al. 2013). Network brokers in organizations move unknown or misunderstood information to places where it has value. These brokers are rewarded with high performance evaluations, generous compensation packages, and early promotions (Burt et al. 2013).

Overall, indegree centrality and brokerage both provide people with structural advantage. But how do these two structural positions compare in facilitating job performance and career success? Existing research is unclear on this important question. Therefore, our second contribution to the microfoundations of organizational networks is an empirical one: the current meta-analysis examines the relative importance and predictive power of indegree centrality and brokerage in explaining individuals’ job performance and career success.

**Research Question 3: How Do Personality and Network Position Relate to Job Performance and Career Success?**

We have articulated that people with certain personality characteristics are more likely to occupy structurally advantageous positions and that people who occupy advantageous positions are likely to have better performance and career outcomes. But do personality and network position have independent effects on work outcomes? That is, do personality variables relate to work outcomes when social network position is taken into account (and vice versa)? Further, does network position mediate the relationship between personality and work outcomes? These questions reflect an ongoing debate at the intersection of personality psychology and social network research (Balkundi et al. 2011, Kilduff and Tsaı 2003).

Existing research suggests that self-monitoring and the Big Five traits influence people’s attainment of indegree centrality and brokerage positions (e.g., Klein et al. 2004, Mehra et al. 2001, Oh and Kilduff 2008, Sasovova et al. 2010). Evidence also shows that these network positions contribute to performance outcomes (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1997, Burt 1992, Cross and Cummings 2004, Mehra et al. 2001, Seibert et al. 2001). Furthermore, personality meta-analyses show that self-monitoring and the Big Five traits predict job performance and career success (e.g., Barrick et al. 2001, Day et al. 2002, Ng et al. 2005). Together, findings from these different research streams suggest that people with certain personality traits tend to attain structurally advantageous positions and that the occupation of these advantageous positions, in turn, influences people’s performance and career success. The attainment of an advantageous network position is one possible mechanism by which personality affects work outcomes.

Prior work on the relationships among personality, network position, and performance supports this possibility. Mehra et al. (2001) found that self-monitoring predicted employees’ occupancy of brokerage positions and that the self-monitoring and network variables predicted workplace performance when examined separately and simultaneously. These results indicate a pattern of partial mediation in which self-monitoring affects the attainment of advantageous network position, and both self-monitoring and network position influence performance. A recent study on individuals’ multirole networks (Burt 2012) found that individuals’ personality characteristics measured as consistent network behaviors across roles (called “network-related personality”) predicted the occupancy of strategically advantageous positions. Although this research asserted that “much of the variance in network advantage reflects personality, but that portion of advantage variance has little to do with success” (Burt 2012, p. 586), we suggest that this conclusion is premature, given Burt’s (2012) indirect measurement of network-related personality and the prior theory and evidence that we have summarized above.

Overall, findings from both personality psychology and social network research highlight the need to investigate (a) whether personality (self-monitoring and the
Big Five) and advantageous network positions (indegree centrality and brokerage) predict job performance and career success when taking each other’s effects into account and (b) whether the effects of personality on performance outcomes are mediated by the attainment of structurally advantageous network positions. Our meta-analysis, which takes into account primary studies across the personality and network literatures, examines both direct effects and potential mediation relationships.

Method

Literature Search
The search for relevant studies began with a keyword search of PsycINFO, ABI/Inform, and Web of Science using the terms for personality (e.g., “personality,” “traits,” “individual differences,” “self-monitoring,” “five-factor model traits,” “Big Five,” “extraversion,” “agreeableness,” “conscientiousness,” “neuroticism,” “openness to experience”), network position (e.g., “centrality,” “degree,” “indegree,” “brokerage,” “betweenness,” “constraint”), the term “social networks” in general, and terms for network centrality and work outcomes (e.g., “job performance,” “task performance,” “in-role performance,” “achievement,” “career success,” “promotion,” “compensation,” “bonus,” “salary”). We also conducted a manual search of journals such as Social Networks, Administrative Science Quarterly, Organization Science, the Academy of Management Journal, the Journal of Management, the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, and the Journal of Applied Psychology, which are likely to publish relevant empirical research. To collect unpublished studies, we searched Dissertation Abstracts International as well as the conference programs of the Academy of Management and other network conferences (as of August 2014). We also made announcements on several electronic mailing lists, soliciting working papers and unpublished data. In addition, we contacted researchers directly to collect available but unpublished data.

Inclusion Rules
To be included in the meta-analysis, a study had to (a) report an effect size statistic on the relationship of a personality variable and a measure of network centrality, or an effect size statistic on the relationship of a measure of network centrality and an outcome, and (b) examine one of these relationships in an adult sample. In addition, studies had to compute a sociometric measure of centrality (i.e., indegree or betweenness) from a full network of relations among individuals within organizations or an egocentric measure of centrality (i.e., structural holes or reverse-scored constraint) from an ego or full network within organizations. We also scrutinized published studies for data that could capture these relationships but were not reported. We obtained these relationships directly from the authors (e.g., Shaw et al. 2005, Zhang and Peterson 2011). The primary studies included in this meta-analysis are provided in the appendix, and the full details of our coding decisions are available from the first two authors upon request.

Coded Variables

Personality. Previous meta-analytic research has relied on the Big Five (Bono and Judge 2004, Chiaburu et al. 2011, Judge et al. 2002) as an organizing framework for sorting a number of more specific facets under the five broad factors. The majority of the studies examined the Big Five traits, but in cases where primary studies featured a narrower trait, the first three authors independently coded the trait using the Big Five definitions commonly provided in prior research (e.g., Hough and Ones 2001, Zhao and Seibert 2006, Zimmerman 2008). Disagreements were resolved by discussion. For example, we categorized trait negative affect as neuroticism, achievement as conscientiousness, and tolerance and empathy as agreeableness. These narrower traits have been theoretically argued to be subdimensions of their respective Big Five traits (e.g., Hough and Ones 2001). Both measures of self-monitoring were included (Lennox and Wolfe 1984, Snyder 1974).

Network Position. We included two different types of social network positions: indegree centrality and brokerage. Indegree centrality was measured as the number of incoming ties received from others (Freeman 1979). Brokerage was measured as betweenness centrality (Freeman 1979) or structural holes (i.e., reverse-scored constraint; see Burt 1992). The first two authors conducted independent reviews of the studies and then compared coding sheets. We resolved disagreements by discussion. We examined network position separately in two types of social networks: expressive (e.g., friendship and social support) versus instrumental (e.g., workflow, information and advice). We also conducted analyses for brokerage by analyzing only betweenness centrality. The results and conclusions remained unchanged.

Job Performance and Career Success. We focused on two work outcomes: job performance (i.e., success in completing the tasks and responsibilities required by individuals in a particular role) and career success (i.e., achievement of objectively observable outcomes such as promotion and compensation). Job performance measures included supervisor or peer ratings, performance evaluations based on company records, and objective measures of job performance. Variables such as actual promotion, likelihood of promotion, salary, and bonuses were coded as career success.

Potential Methodological Moderators. When there was evidence showing that a meta-analytic relationship exhibited heterogeneity, we examined several potential methodological moderators concerning study...
characteristics: (1) full versus ego network measures (pertaining to brokerage only), (2) adult student versus adult employee samples, (3) concurrent versus predictive research designs, and (4) published versus unpublished studies. The last moderator was examined to check for publication bias. Specifically, we compared estimated effect sizes for published versus unpublished data (the latter group including data from unpublished dissertations, conference papers, and working papers). One published social network study examined relationships at the organizational level (Shaw et al. 2005). From the authors, we were able to obtain individual-level correlations within each social network and treated these effect sizes as independent (following the guidance from Hunter et al. 1982, pp. 429–443) and coming from a published study. Given that the majority of the relationships did not show heterogeneity, we provide the moderator analysis findings in Online Appendix 2 (available as supplemental material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/orsc.2015.0972) instead of the Results section.

**Meta-Analytic Procedures**

We followed the random-effects meta-analytic procedures described by Hunter and Schmidt (2004). We corrected the observed effect sizes for unreliability but not for range restriction. Specifically, personality variables and job performance were corrected for unreliability based on reported local reliability estimates (i.e., internal consistency coefficients). For a small proportion of studies that did not report a reliability estimate for the personality variables or for job performance, we used the average of available reliabilities for these variables (average reliabilities for openness to experience = 0.79, conscientiousness = 0.80, extraversion = 0.86, agreeableness = 0.77, neuroticism = 0.82, self-monitoring = 0.80, and job performance = 0.92). Network centrality variables and career success were not corrected for unreliability because of the lack of information provided in primary studies. When the primary studies provided multiple correlations of a relationship based on a single sample, we averaged them into one correlation. This ensured the effect sizes in our meta-analysis were independent.

We report 95% confidence intervals (CIs) around the estimated true-score correlations. In addition, we report 80% credibility intervals (CVs), which provide information on the possible range of corrected correlations. If the 80% CV of a particular effect size is wide and includes zero, this suggests the existence of potential moderator(s) on the focal effect size. As Whitener (1990, p. 317) suggested, CVs alone “cannot identify which moderators are working,” and therefore testing a particular categorical moderator “requires the use of a confidence interval for populations or subpopulations.”

Within the same social network, one person’s network position is not independent of a peer’s network position. There are potential concerns about whether correlations based on nonindependent data in primary studies could invalidate the meta-analytic procedures. Therefore, before performing the meta-analysis, we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to examine whether correlations derived from such data follow the prescribed distribution of the Hunter and Schmidt (2004) meta-analytic procedures. We varied the magnitude of the correlation coefficient, network size, the extent of nestedness within the network, and total number of individuals in the network (N). For each condition, we generated 5,000 replications. The empirically derived standard deviation of the sampling error for the correlation (SD) was compared with that based on the Hunter and Schmidt formula (SD = (1 - r^2)/\sqrt{N-1}). We found that the bias for SD was minimal (ranging from -1.5% to 1.3%). Thus, we continued with Hunter and Schmidt’s procedures.

**Potential Outliers.** We used the sample-adjusted meta-analytic deviancy statistic to identify potential outliers (Huffcutt and Arthur 1995), with corrections proposed by Beal et al. (2002). For the relationships between personality and network position, only one or two outlier coefficients were identified for about 10% of these relationships, and no outliers were found for the rest of the relationships. Including or excluding these potential outliers did not change our conclusions regarding the particular relationships. For the indegree centrality–career success relationship in instrumental networks, however, we identified one outlier study (Gargiulo et al. 2009) that had an extremely large sample (N = 2,000 investment bankers). Including or excluding this study changed the true correlation estimate and the path coefficient between centrality and work outcomes in instrumental networks. Thus, we conducted separate analyses including and excluding this study and report two sets of results for instrumental networks.

**Meta-Analytic Regression, Relative Weight Analysis, and Path Modeling.** Following prior research (e.g., Chiaburu et al. 2011, O’Boyle et al. 2012, Zimmerman 2008), we used the meta-analyzed true-score correlations matrices to conduct regression and relative weight analyses (Johnson 2000) as well as meta-analytic path modeling (Viswesvaran and Ones 1995). Specifically, to address Research Questions 1 and 2, we conducted regression and relative weight analyses to examine the relative importance of self-monitoring and the Big Five traits in predicting indegree centrality and brokerage and the relative importance of indegree centrality versus brokerage in predicting work outcomes. To address Research Question 3, we conducted path modeling analyses that simultaneously captured (a) the influence of personality (self-monitoring and the Big Five) on the two network positions, (b) the influence of personality and the network positions on work outcomes, and (c) the potentially mediated effect of personality on work outcomes through network position. We ran separate analyses for expressive and instrumental networks. In the
correlation matrices, we supplemented our newly calculated true-score correlations with effect sizes from prior meta-analyses. More details are provided in Online Appendix 3. As recommended by Viswesvaran and Ones (1995), we used the harmonic mean of the sample sizes in the relevant cells of the correlation matrix to represent the sample size for each path model. Following prior meta-analytic research on the Big Five and work outcomes (e.g., Chiaburu et al. 2011), we reported total in the relevant cells of the correlation matrix to rep-

Results

Research Question 1: How Does Personality Relate to Network Position?

To address this question, we conducted meta-analyses on the bivariate correlations between personality (self-monitoring and the Big Five) and network positions (indegree centrality and brokerage). We report these bivariate correlations in Online Appendix 1. These correlations were prerequisites for the matrices used in the multivariate analyses (with details shown in Online Appendix 3). The meta-analytic regressions and relative weight analyses are shown in Table 1.

We predicted that self-monitoring would relate positively to indegree centrality (in both types of organizational networks) and to brokerage (particularly in expressive networks). The results, shown in Table 1, support our predictions. Self-monitoring related positively to indegree centrality across expressive ($\beta = 0.17, p < 0.001$) and instrumental ($\beta = 0.15, p < 0.001$) networks. Self-monitoring also related positively to brokerage in expressive networks ($\beta = 0.16, p < 0.001$) but not to brokerage in instrumental networks ($\beta = 0.04, n.s.$). The changes in multiple $R$ values ($\Delta R_{SM \text{ over Big Five}}$), which indicate the predictive power of self-monitoring over the Big Five in explaining the network positions, show patterns of results consistent with the regression coefficients. After controlling for the Big Five, self-monitoring significantly predicted indegree centrality in expressive and instrumental networks and brokerage in expressive networks. The relative weight analysis results, reported in the “%RW” column in Table 1, also are consistent with our predictions. Together, our results show that high self-monitors were sought out for friendship and advice and held brokerage positions in expressive networks.

Prior research offered no clear prediction concerning the relations of extraversion and openness to experience to indegree centrality. The results (see Table 1) show that extraversion was not related to indegree centrality in either expressive ($\beta = 0.05, n.s.$) or instrumental

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Meta-Analytic Regression Models for Personality and Network Position with Relative Weight Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indegree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expressive networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td>-0.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>-0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2$</td>
<td>0.216 ($R^2 = 0.047^{***}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{SM \text{ over Big Five}}$</td>
<td>0.063***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{Big Five \text{ over SM}}$</td>
<td>0.036***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic mean sample size</td>
<td>2,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>0.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>-0.08**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2$</td>
<td>0.219 ($R^2 = 0.048^{***}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{SM \text{ over Big Five}}$</td>
<td>0.046***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R_{Big Five \text{ over SM}}$</td>
<td>0.049***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic mean sample size</td>
<td>2,242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $\beta$, standardized regression coefficients; RW, raw relative weights (see Johnson 2000); %RW, relative weights expressed as a percentage of total explained variance of the dependent variable ($R^2$); $R$, multiple correlation; $\Delta R$, incremental change in multiple $R$ values—for example, $\Delta R_{SM \text{ over Big Five}}$ refers to the incremental change in multiple $R$ values for self-monitoring over the Big Five traits.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
(β = 0.04, n.s.) networks. We found a negative relationship between openness to experience and indegree centrality in expressive networks only (β = −0.10, p < 0.001). The anticipated positive relationship between conscientiousness and indegree centrality was found for instrumental networks only (β = 0.07, p < 0.01). As expected, neuroticism related negatively to indegree centrality across both expressive (β = −0.05, p < 0.05) and instrumental (β = −0.08, p < 0.01) networks. There are competing processes that may lead extraverts either to be brokers or to inhabit closed networks. In testing these competing theoretical predictions, we found that extraversion related positively to brokerage in instrumental networks only (β = 0.09, p < 0.01). As predicted, openness to experience related positively to brokerage in expressive networks (β = 0.09, p < 0.01), and conscientiousness related positively to brokerage in expressive (β = 0.06, p < 0.05) and instrumental (β = 0.13, p < 0.001) networks.

**Research Question 2: How Do Indegree Centrality and Brokerage Compare in Explaining Job Performance and Career Success?**

The meta-analytic correlations of indegree centrality and brokerage with job performance and career success are shown in Online Appendix 1. These correlations form the bases of the matrices for the multivariate analyses (with details shown in Online Appendix 3). The meta-analytic regression and relative weight analyses are shown in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 show that, controlling for brokerage, indegree centrality was a significant predictor of job performance across expressive (β = 0.14, p < 0.001) and instrumental (β = 0.19, p < 0.001) networks. And, controlling for brokerage, indegree centrality remained a significant predictor of career success in both expressive (β = 0.11, p < 0.001) and instrumental (β = 0.19, p < 0.001) networks. Consistent with these regression coefficients, the changes in multiple R values (ΔR_{Indegree over Brokerage}) show that indegree centrality was predictive of job performance and career success above and beyond brokerage.

By contrast, controlling for indegree centrality, brokerage failed to predict job performance in either expressive (β = 0.03, n.s.) or instrumental (β = 0.02, n.s.) networks. But controlling for indegree centrality, brokerage predicted career success in instrumental (β = 0.07, p < 0.001) but not in expressive (β = 0.02, n.s.) networks. Consistent with these regression coefficients, the changes in multiple R values (ΔR_{Brokerage over Indegree}) show that brokerage only predicted career success in instrumental networks above and beyond indegree centrality. Overall, the relative weight analysis results also supported these patterns of findings. Thus, we found that indegree centrality was a more potent predictor of job performance and career success than brokerage in both types of social networks.

**Research Question 3: How Do Personality and Network Position Relate to Job Performance and Career Success?**

Our third research question has two component parts: (1) To what extent do personality variables (self-monitoring...
and the Big Five) and network variables (indegree centrality and brokerage) predict job performance and career success in the presence of each other? (2) Do network variables mediate the effects of personality variables on work outcomes? To address these issues, we conducted meta-analytic path modeling analyses for expressive and instrumental networks and report the findings in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. In both figures, the left-hand panel of the model resembles the results in Table 1, and the right-hand panel of the model resembles the results in Table 2. Going beyond the results reported in Tables 1 and 2, which involve one dependent variable at a time, Figures 1 and 2 show path modeling results that examine multiple dependent variables simultaneously. Thus, we are able to examine various effects of personality variables on work outcomes (i.e., direct effects and potentially mediated effects via indegree centrality and brokerage). Table 3 shows these direct and mediated effects as well as their 95% CIs.

The path coefficients presented in Figures 1 and 2 show how personality related to indegree centrality and brokerage and how both personality and network position related to job performance and career success. The models for expressive networks ($\chi^2 = 10.87$, $df = 10$, $p > 0.36$, comparative fit index (CFI) = 1.00, Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) = 1.00, root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.006) and instrumental networks ($\chi^2 = 14.93$, $df = 11$, $p > 0.18$, CFI = 1.00, TLI = 0.99, RMSEA = 0.011) both achieved satisfactory fit.

As shown in Figure 1, concerning the link between personality and advantageous positions in expressive networks, self-monitoring ($\beta = 0.17$, $p < 0.001$), extraversion ($\beta = 0.05$, $p < 0.05$), openness to experience ($\beta = -0.11$, $p < 0.001$), agreeableness ($\beta = 0.05$, $p < 0.05$), and neuroticism ($\beta = -0.06$, $p < 0.01$) predicted indegree centrality. Self-monitoring ($\beta = 0.16$, $p < 0.001$), openness to experience ($\beta = 0.08$, $p < 0.001$), and conscientiousness ($\beta = 0.04$, $p < 0.05$) predicted brokerage. Indegree centrality had significant effects on job performance ($\beta = 0.13$, $p < 0.001$) and career success ($\beta = 0.11$, $p < 0.001$), but brokerage failed to predict these two outcomes. Further, direct relations between personality and the outcomes persisted after taking people’s network positions into account. Job performance was higher for people scoring higher on conscientiousness ($\beta = 0.20$, $p < 0.001$), self-monitoring ($\beta = 0.05$, $p < 0.05$), and openness to experience ($\beta = 0.04$, $p < 0.05$). Career success was greater for people scoring higher on extraversion ($\beta = 0.13$, $p < 0.001$), lower on agreeableness ($\beta = -0.19$, $p < 0.001$), and lower on neuroticism ($\beta = -0.16$, $p < 0.001$).

As shown in Figure 2, the pattern of results for instrumental networks mirrors those for expressive networks. Self-monitoring ($\beta = 0.15$, $p < 0.001$), extraversion ($\beta = 0.04$, $p < 0.05$), conscientiousness ($\beta = 0.05$, $p < 0.05$), and neuroticism ($\beta = -0.10$, $p < 0.001$) predicted indegree centrality. Self-monitoring ($\beta = 0.04$, $p < 0.05$), extraversion ($\beta = 0.10$, $p < 0.001$), conscientiousness ($\beta = 0.10$, $p < 0.001$), and agreeableness ($\beta = -0.04$, $p < 0.05$) predicted brokerage. In turn, indegree centrality predicted job performance and career success (both with $\beta = 0.17$, $p < 0.001$). Brokerage predicted career success ($\beta = 0.06$, $p < 0.01$). Further, direct relations between personality and outcomes persisted after taking people’s network positions into account.

**Figure 1** Meta-Analytic Path Model for Personality, Expressive Network Position, and Work Outcomes

![Image of the meta-analytic path model](image-url)

**Notes.** Harmonic mean sample size = 2.199. Path coefficients that were nonsignificant were fixed to zero, and these paths are omitted from the figure. The model fit after fixing these paths to zero is $\chi^2 = 10.87$, $df = 10$, $p > 0.36$, CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, and RMSEA = 0.006. *$p < 0.05$, **$p < 0.01$, ***$p < 0.001$. 
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account. Specifically, job performance was higher for people scoring higher on conscientiousness (\(\beta = 0.19\), \(p < 0.001\)) and self-monitoring (\(\beta = 0.05\), \(p < 0.01\)); career success was greater for people scoring higher on extraversion (\(\beta = 0.13\), \(p < 0.001\)), lower on openness to experience (\(\beta = -0.05\), \(p < 0.05\)), lower on agreeableness (\(\beta = -0.18\), \(p < 0.001\)), and lower on neuroticism (\(\beta = -0.15\), \(p < 0.001\)).

To examine whether network position mediated the relationship between personality and work outcomes, we conducted a series of mediation tests (MacKinnon 2008; MacKinnon et al. 2002). Table 3 shows evidence for partial mediation for several personality variables in expressive and instrumental networks. In terms of job performance, personality characteristics (i.e., self-monitoring, openness to experience, and conscientiousness) had both direct and mediated effects (via indegree centrality) on work outcomes. For example, the effect of self-monitoring on job performance was partially mediated by indegree centrality in both expressive and instrumental networks, as the first column in Table 3 indicates. In terms of career success, the pattern of results also showed evidence of partial mediation such that some personality characteristics (i.e., neuroticism, agreeableness, and extraversion) had both direct and mediated effects via network positions. For example, the negative effect of neuroticism on career success was partially mediated by indegree centrality in expressive and instrumental networks.

If the outlier study that concerned only instrumental networks (Gargiulo et al. 2009) was included in the analysis presented in Figure 2, then the harmonic mean sample size becomes 2,738. With the inclusion of this outlier study, changes in Figure 2 are that (1) the indegree–career success path coefficient becomes 0.34 (\(p < 0.001\)), and (2) the brokerage–career success path coefficient becomes nonsignificant (\(\beta = -0.02\), \(p > 0.30\)). All other coefficients in Figure 2 remained unchanged. Thus, our overall conclusion of the partially mediated relationships remains the same for instrumental networks.

We also checked for evidence of an alternative to the partial mediation model: perhaps personality had no direct effects on outcomes but only affected performance and career success by facilitating the movement of people into advantageous social network positions (see Burt 2012). In testing this alternative approach (i.e., full mediation model), we found that constraining the paths between personality and outcomes to zero resulted in models with significantly poorer fit to the data than the partial mediation models (\(\Delta \chi^2 = 210.73\), \(\Delta df = 6\), \(p < 0.001\) for expressive networks; \(\Delta \chi^2 = 891.65\), \(\Delta df = 11\), \(p < 0.001\) for instrumental networks).

In summary, our overall findings across expressive and instrumental networks support a partial mediation model among personality, network position, and work outcomes. Our findings suggest that personality indirectly influences performance and career success by facilitating individuals’ occupation of advantageous positions in organizational networks but that there is also a direct effect of personality on the performance outcomes above and beyond the mediated effects via advantageous network positions.

**Discussion**

There has been a structural hole between network scholars who focus on social ties and researchers who focus
on the personalities of individuals (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). Our meta-analytic approach integrates these two research streams and provides a bridge across this disconnect. One of the main findings to emerge from our analyses is that individuals’ personality characteristics and the positions they occupy within organizational social networks both matter for job performance and career success. In linking personality to network structure, our inclusion of the Big Five traits beyond self-monitoring enriches our understanding of who occupies structurally advantageous positions in organizational networks. Of relevance to theories of structural advantage, perhaps the most surprising finding is that indegree centrality in instrumental networks such as advice and workflow is a stronger predictor of performance and career success than is brokerage.

**Contributions to Research and Theory**

Our meta-analysis has important theoretical insights for research on social networks and personality psychology. Our first contribution is to the literature on personality psychology relevant to social networks. We examined the leading personality variables of relevance to social network research—self-monitoring and the Big Five traits—in predicting indegree centrality and brokerage. The overall pattern of results depicts high self-monitors (relative to low self-monitors) as garnering more indegree connections such that people approach them for expressive resources (e.g., friendship) and instrumental resources (e.g., information and advice). High self-monitors are also more likely to hold brokerage positions bridging disconnected friends. Given the importance of indegree centrality and brokerage for performance and career success, self-monitoring emerges as an especially relevant personality variable in the prediction of networking behavior and individual success.

With respect to the Big Five traits, our results provide new evidence concerning the relationship between personality and social network outcomes. First, we found that extraverted people are more likely to hold brokerage positions in instrumental networks, but not in expressive networks. These differences suggest that aspects of extraversion, such as assertiveness and ambition, may be especially important for brokerage in instrumental

---

**Table 3 Mediated and Direct Effects of Personality on Work Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Job performance</th>
<th>Career success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Effect mediated by indegree</td>
<td>Effect mediated by brokerage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expressive networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>0.02*** (0.01, 0.03)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.20*** (0.16, 0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.01* (0.00, 0.01)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental networks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>0.03*** (0.02, 0.04)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to experience</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.01* (0.001, 0.02)</td>
<td>0.19*** (0.16, 0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>0.02*** (0.02, 0.01)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** Reported in parentheses are the 95% CIs. After adding the outlier study (Gargiulo et al. 2009) in the analysis, brokerage no longer served as a mediator in the instrumental networks path model.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
networks but inconsequential for brokerage in expressive networks. Second, in clarifying the link between openness to experience and friendship, we found that people higher in openness to experience tend to have smaller friendship networks, but they are also more likely to act as go-betweens connecting disconnected friends, suggesting that having diverse interests drives them to interact with people from different social circles for friendship. Third, we found that conscientious individuals are more likely to be approached for work-related advice and information and to bridge the flow of work-related information between people disconnected at work. This finding helps explain the well-established association between conscientiousness and job performance across occupations (see Barrick et al. 2001). Fourth, we found that neurotic people, who may be considered high-cost interaction partners, are less likely to be approached for friendship and advice.

Our overall findings highlight that self-monitoring is especially relevant for understanding why people differ in their acquisition of advantageous positions in social networks. The finding that self-monitoring played a significant role in predicting indegree centrality and brokerage after controlling for the Big Five traits extends prior studies that neglected to take into account the Big Five personality variables (e.g., Mehra et al. 2001, Sasovova et al. 2010). As such, our meta-analysis provides further insights into self-monitoring theory by establishing this personality variable as a distinct construct from the Big Five traits in the field of social network research, thereby responding to a recent call in the management literature for self-monitoring to be differentiated from extraversion (Dalal et al. 2015). Further, our meta-analysis also advances knowledge concerning how the Big Five personality factors, which still receive limited scholarly attention in social network research, affect people’s attainment of structurally advantageous network positions. Our findings extend prior work (Klein et al. 2004) that focused on indegree centrality within team friendship and advice networks. We found that three personality traits (openness to experience, extraversion, and conscientiousness) related positively to brokerage in expressive or instrumental networks. Overall, our meta-analysis on the personality–network position relationships suggests that it is important for researchers to broaden their examination of other personality variables, beyond self-monitoring, in linking to structurally advantageous network positions such as indegree centrality and brokerage.

One caveat, however, is that personality, as reflected in self-monitoring and the Big Five traits, contributed modestly to the prediction of indegree centrality and brokerage. The total amount of variance explained in these network outcomes ranged between 3% and 5%. The evidence suggests that organizational networks represent relatively strong situations with hierarchical structures, workflow constraints, and job design restrictions (Brass 1981, 1995). Within these parameters, even modest amounts of explained variance can represent significant structural advantages (see Prentice and Miller 1992).

Our second contribution to the microfoundations of organizational networks is an empirical one: our meta-analysis indicates that indegree centrality emerges as a stronger predictor of job performance and career success than does brokerage. Our analyses take into account a wide literature on network position and individual success, reflecting a diverse pool of jobs, work settings, and demographics. By contrast, structural hole theory (Burt 1992, 2005), and the evidence upon which it is based, is often focused on managers whose careers benefit from timely access and movement of information and knowledge from one place to another. Considering the workforce more broadly, rather than focusing just on managers in the knowledge economy, it appears that people benefit more from having larger networks or being in receipt of resources from many others, rather than being in positions that span otherwise unconnected network clusters. Overall, theories of structural advantage are likely to be informed by our finding that the number of incoming ties in organizational social networks is a strong correlate of individual success in organizations and a stronger overall predictor than brokerage.

Our third major contribution is to the integration of personality and network variables. We tested two models concerning how personality and network position relate to individual success. The first model posits that personality is unrelated to both performance and career success once individuals attain advantageous network positions. The second model incorporates two predictions: (a) that the individual’s personality is related, in part, to the likelihood that the individual attains an advantageous network position and (b) that the individual’s personality and the individual’s network position directly affect both the individual’s chances of performance and career success. This second model implies a partial mediation relationship. In this meta-analysis, we ask, which model best fits the data?

Interpreting the overall pattern of findings, we generally found support for the second model—personality helps individuals move into advantageous network positions, and both personality tendencies and network positions relate to performance and career success. The overall tests of relative model fit showed that the data represented a better fit with the second model. We also found that both personality and network position were each incremental predictors of performance and career success, as shown by the significant paths from these predictors to the outcome variables (see Figures 1 and 2). Personality explained unique variance in performance and career success not captured by network position, and vice versa. Further, the results of the specific mediation tests showed that, in approximately half of
the cases, network position partially mediated the relationship between personality and work outcomes. For example, high self-monitors and conscientious people performed better at work not only because of the direct influence of their personality characteristics on performance but also because of these tendencies helping them move into advantageous network positions (e.g., indegree centrality), which in turn enhanced their performance. The overall pattern of results supports a partially mediated model for the relationships among personality, network position, and work outcomes.

The meta-analysis emphasizes the importance of integrating network structure and personality into examinations of performance outcomes. Network scholars, who work within the structural legacy, have largely neglected the possibility that, beyond network positions, individual differences relate to performance outcomes. For example, Burt (2012) measured personality characteristics in terms of consistency of network behavior across roles that individuals play in online games. His results suggested that personality had no relation to work outcomes in the presence of network position. Our findings challenge this conclusion. Drawing on specific measures of individuals’ personalities in work organizations, our meta-analysis shows evidence that personality (self-monitoring and the Big Five) and network position (indegree centrality and brokerage) both relate to job performance and career success and, further, that network position partially mediates certain relationships between personality and the performance outcomes. As such, our integration of personality and networks, built on 138 independent samples examining these links, provides additional insight concerning the pathways toward performance and career success in organizations.

**Limitations and Future Research**

Our research has several limitations that point to directions for future research. First, given that many of the studies involve nonexperimental data, we are not able to offer strong inferences concerning causality among personality, network position, and work outcomes. Prior work on personality and social ties (e.g., Asendorpf and Wilpers 1998) and the genetic basis of personality (e.g., Yamagata et al. 2006) suggests that personality is likely to precede network position because of the former’s relative stability. However, we recognize that specific facets of personality are known to change in response to relationship factors (Mund and Neyer 2014). Furthermore, it is also possible that individuals with higher performance and greater career success achieve more advantageous network positions. Future research is needed to better understand the causal direction of the relationships among network position, performance, and career success.

Second, we focused on self-monitoring and the most popular personality framework (i.e., the Big Five). However, other approaches may improve the predictive validity of personality. For example, lower-level “facets” of each Big Five trait (Dudley et al. 2006) and “contextualized” measures of personality (Shaffer and Postlethwaite 2012) could have incremental predictive power over and above self-monitoring and the broad Big Five traits examined here. Future research should also focus on other individual difference variables (e.g., positive affectivity, negative affectivity, general cognitive ability, emotional intelligence, core self-evaluations, proactive personality) that may deserve empirical attention. For instance, in ancillary meta-analyses we found that, across expressive and instrumental networks, positive affectivity had significant and modest positive correlations with indegree centrality and brokerage ($\rho$ ranged from 0.09 to 0.14), whereas negative affectivity had smaller, although significant, negative correlations with indegree centrality and brokerage ($\rho$ ranged from $-0.04$ to $-0.08$).

Third, our research focused on indegree centrality and brokerage, two of the most studied network positions, for answering the three research questions. Future research could explore whether our findings hold for other structurally advantageous positions. For example, considering their differential effects on indegree centrality, we also examined whether self-monitoring and extraversion relate differently to the number of outgoing ties to others (i.e., outdegree centrality) in our ancillary meta-analytic regression analyses. We found that extraversion related positively to outdegree centrality across expressive and instrumental networks, whereas self-monitoring was unrelated to outdegree centrality in either type of social networks. This evidence suggests a key difference between self-monitoring and extraversion—high self-monitors tend to be sought out for advice and friendship, whereas extraverts tend to seek out others for advice and friendship.

Fourth, future research should consider the boundary conditions of the relationships studied here. We focused on expressive and instrumental networks as one potential moderator. But (as noted by an anonymous reviewer) other moderators, such as work characteristics (the extent of social interaction and task interdependence) and employees’ hierarchical level in organizations, are also likely to be. In post hoc analyses, we did not find any consistent pattern of moderation for social interaction, task interdependence, and hierarchical level for either the personality–network position or the network–position–outcome relationships. Future research could explicitly measure work characteristics and hierarchical level for each individual and investigate their moderating effects across the personality–network position or the network–position–outcome relationships.

Fifth, we focused on a partial mediation model in answering the broad question on how personality and network position work together in relating to work outcomes. An alternative model (that we were unable to test because of the absence of information on correlations...
with interaction terms) captures the interaction of personality and network position. This model has been suggested by several authors (e.g., Burt 2007, Kilduff and Brass 2010, Mehr et al. 2001) and has been examined in empirical work (e.g., Anderson 2008, Fang and Shaw 2009, Fang et al. 2015). We recommend that future research report zero-order correlations with the moderated regression terms to facilitate meta-analytic tests. In addition, in instrumental networks, our path modeling results showed that the coefficient of the path from brokerage to career success became nonsignificant after including the outlier study (i.e., Gargiulo et al. 2009), which greatly increased the harmonic mean size as well as the coefficient of the path from indegree centrality to career success. Thus, we should be cautious in interpreting the mediating role played by brokerage in instrumental networks in the relationship of personality and work outcomes.

In conclusion, the findings of our meta-analysis show that it is pivotal to integrate both characteristics of individuals (e.g., self-monitoring and the Big Five) and their social network positions (e.g., indegree centrality and brokerage) into theory and research for a better understanding of how the personalities of people and their social networks matter for important work and career outcomes.
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